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The assessment of wall shear fl ow i of interest for different techn ical a nd scientific 
fields. One of the research field is biofluidmechanics, where a close relat ionship 
is assumed between flow and biological phenomena. Special problems are encoun
tered when assessing the wall shear fl ow in biofluidmechanic . The flow i often 
pulsatile, t he walls are curved and even vaulted , sometimes t he walls are flexible 
and t he wall shear flow should also be assessed with a high spatial a nd temporal 
resolution. 
An overview is given about existing methods to assess t he wall shear flow. Some 
of these methods are point methods, others obtain a field. All of these methods 
have specia l advantages but also drawbacks. We therefore developed a new mea
surement method to investigate the fl ow close to a wall. This method is applicable 
at curved a nd vaulted walls, in un toady nows, is non-intrusive, and obtains flow 
fie ld with spatial a nd temporal resolut ion. 
The new method was val idated in a. steady and unsteady laminar flow in a rectan
gula r d uct and in a rectangular U-sha ped duct with a backward facing step. The 
last validation step was in an U-shaped duct with a lenticular cross section and 
a backward facing step. The results correspond closely with either the a nalytical 
or t he numerical solut ion. 

1. Introduction 

The as c sment of wall shear flow i interesting for different technical and 
scientific fields. Examples are: removal of biofilms in medicine, cleaning of 
containers, cultivation of shear sensitive cells and development and research 

in the field of biofluidmechanics. The latter comprises of the development of 
blood pump and artificial vessels a well as atherogenisis. 
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In 1 56 Rudolf Virchow postulated t he interaction between How. blood 
and walls. This interaction is known as Virchow·s Triad . It has often been 
proven qualita tively by researchers. 

It i known that there is a close relat ionship between flow and biological 
phenomena, for instance thrombus formation [9] or atheroscleroti c even ts 
11]. In particular, the wall shear stress plays a role because it inf-luences t he 

st ructure and function of t he endothelial cells [10] as well as Lhe behaviour 
of platelets 16]. An example for a thrombus formation at an artificial hear t 
valve and an example for t he development of at herosclerosis, here aLa carotid 
bifurcat ion, are shown in Fig. 1. However, quantification of t he influence of 
flow parameters like wall shear trc son the wall is still lacking. 

(a) (b) 

FIGURE 1. (a) Thrombus generation at an art ificial heart va lve [llj, (b) Devel
opment, of at. herosclcrotic lesions iu a carot.id bifurcation 

T he measurement of the flow close to the wall , especially of t he wall shear 
stress, i a precondition to our understanding of a therosclerot ic event~ and 
al o our abili ty to avoid thrombus generat ion in artificia l organs. cvcrthcless 

th i i a challenging experimental problem. Reasons for t hi a re t he pu l a tile 
flow, the curved or vaul ted as well as flexible walls. and. depending on the 
model, the small diameter. In add it ion one i interested in assessing t he wall 
shear How wi th high spatial and temporal resolut ion . 

In Sec. 2 an overview is given about existing methods to assess the wall 
shear flow. In Sec. 3 a new method is presented to assess the wall h ar flow 
including the wall shear stress. 
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2. Existing Methods to Assess the Wall Shear F low 

~ Iany methods to assess the wall shear flow and wall shear stress exist. 
T hey can be divided into point or fie ld method . 

2.1. Point Meth ods 

Point methods yield the flow properties a t the wall only at one point. 
Some of the point methods can be extended to fie ld methods by using an 

array of probe·. It i po sible to extend t he methods explained later wit h a hot 
wire and a surface fence. especia lly in the case of micro-electro-mechanical
systems. The disadvantages of the basic method are kept. 

2.1.1. Preston tube . T he Preston tube is a modified P itot t ube and mea

sures the pres ure profile p near the wall , F ig. 2. It is po ible, from this 
profi.l e, to calculate the velocity profile close to the wall and to calculate with 

ewton's equation the wall shear t ress : 

Tw = 'r/ ~v I . 
u y w 

(2 .1) 

In this equation the wall hear. tre · Tw i equal to the dynamic visco ·ity 
ry mul t iplied with the velocity gradient at t he wall. T his method is qui te 
iuvasive and not very accurate. 

y u(y) 

p 

FIGURE 2. Preston tube 

2.1.2. Surface hot fi lms. A hot fi lm element is int roduced into the wall 

(Fig. 3). It should be flush with the wall and electrically beatable. T he heat 
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FIGURE 3. Surface hot film (Ts: Temperature of the hot film ; TJ: Temperature 
of t he fluid ) 

loss of the element is a measure for the velocity of the fluid close to the wall. 
From this velocity, the wall shear stress can be calculated. This method is 
almost non invasive and may be used to assess the mean wall shear stress. 
Problems arise if the temperature of the fluid is not constant. The heat loss 

in t he wall has to be accounted for and a calibration procedure is a lways 

necessary. 

2 .1.3. Wall-fixed hot wire and pulsed hot w ire. The principle of the 
wall-fixed hot wire is similar to the hot film measurements in the section 
before. Instead of a hot film, a hot wire with a small diameter is used and 
fixed close to the wall (Fig. 4). The heat loss of the hot wire is proportional 
to the velocity of the fluid. If the hot wire is close enough to the wall you 

y u(y) . 
f----~ hot w 1re 

FIG URE 4. Wall-fixed hot wire 
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are able to calculate the wall shear stre from this velocity. In other words, 

the hot wire has to be in the viscous sublayer, where t he velocity profile is 
linear. It is then possible to use ewton's equation (2.1). This method has 
to be calibrated before each measurement and just as for hot films you have 
to consider a temperature change in the flu id . This method is quite invasive. 

Quite imilar to the hot wire method is the pulsed hot wire method: a hot 
wire is heated for a short period and the released heat is measured by a second 
hot wire further downstream. It is possible to assess the velocity from the 
distance and the time Jag. Aside from the problems of the hot wire you have 

to account for the diffusion of heat. The heat cloud is not only t ransported 
by convection but also by diffusion. 

2.1.4. Surface fence in the sublayer. The pressure loss is measured over 

a urface fence with the height h, Fig. 5. It is possible to calculate the velocity 
and t he wall shear stress from the pressure difference before and after the 

fence. This method is very good in order to measure the time resolved shear 
stress if the fence is in the linear part of the velocity field, but is invasive and 

quite error-prone. Errors can be caused by a pressure gradient in the flow, 
imperfections of the fence or a blockage of the pressure ports. 

y u(y) 

FIG URE 5. urface fence 

2.1.5. Laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV) . This is a widely used non in

vasive method to measure the fluid velocity in one point. In the easiest case 

two laser beams with the same wave length are crossed, see Fig. 6. A mea-
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FIGURE 6. Laser Doppler vcloc imctry 141 

surement volume is defined by t he Lwo crossing laser beams. A fringe pattern 

which is caused by interference is visible in this volume. Tracer particles a re 

added to the fluid. A tracer particle passing the measurement volume and 

therefore this fringe pattern , emits light with a frequency which depends 

upon the velocity of the particle. It is therefore possible to measure a velo

city profile and to calculate the wall shear stress. This method ha..'> a high 

spatial and time resolution and it is not necessary to calibrate the system. 
This system can detect the flow d irection when introducing a Bragg cell , 

which causes a defin ed frequen y shift between the two laser beams. It is 

only a point method and the measurement of velocity fields is t im consum

ing. Measurement in unsteady Row can be difficult. 

2 .2. F ie ld Methods 

Field methods yield t he flow properties at the wall in an area. 

2.2 .1. Oil fi lm interferometry. Small oil drop · or a very thin oil film is 

distributed on the wall. After a certain amount of time in a teady flow, an 

oil wedge can be seen, Fig. 7. The distribution of the thickness of the oil can 

be measured by interferometry and is a measure of the wall shear stress. 
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\ 
Light (Monochromatic) Flow 

---+-

FIGURE 7. Oil film interferometry 1161 

Some researchers tried to use t his method in unsteady flows and to calculate 

the unsteady wall shear stress from the development of t he oil wedge but 
to the knowledge of the authors their succe · · was limited. The method is 

temperature dependent and it is usually necessary to calibrate the sy tern. 

2 .2 .2. Pressure sensitive paint. T he pressure sensitive paint is distribu

ted on the wall , see Fig. . The calor change caused by pressure changes 
is recorded and it is possible to calculate the wall shear di tribution after 
calibration. This is a method with a good resolution in time and pace but 
it is not very sensitive and only applicable for higher pressures. Besides, the 
method is quite time and cost consuming. 

Excitation 
(Filtered Lamp~ 

Laser. LED 
Flash Lamp) 

A. u• I tx 

.. · .. ·.·:: :.·:: .·.·::.-.. ::. -: .. . . . . . . . .. · 

Emission 
Oetecto1· 
(CCD. PMT) 

FIGURE . Pressure sensitive paint 121 

2 .2.3. P a int erosion method. A water based colour-binder mixture i 
di tributed on the wall. The erosion of the calor i a qualitat ive measure of 
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the mean wall shear stress distribution. A quantitative analysi is t heoreti

cally possible and was investigated by our group. Figure 9 depicts the paint 
di tribution after a certain amount of t ime in a stagnation point flow. 

F I GURE 9. Paint distrib ut ion in a stagnation point flow 

2.2.4. Laser photochromic ve locimetry. A photochromic color is mixed 
into the fluid. This colour is completely transparent when illuminated with 

normal light, but visible if activated by ul t raviolet light. Laser light is used 
to produce a regular coloured pattern in the flu id, for example, a grid pattern 
as can be seen in Fig. 10. This grid pattern is deformed under t he influence of 
the flow. It is possible to calculate the velocity field in the volume from the 
recorded deformation of the pattern. In principle, it is possible to calculate 

the wall hear stress from the velocity fi eld but the accuracy i limited . It 
is not easy to know the exact distance between the wall and a certain color 
point . Aside from this the method is more or less a procedure to assess the 

wall flow in a line. 

(a) (b) 

b l•ll me 

FIGURE 10. Deformation of a grid of photochromatic color under the influence 
of fl ow [12] 
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2.2 .5. Particle image velocimetry (PIV). The basic idea of this pow
erful technique: tracer particles are mixed with the fluid and illuminated. By 

recording the posit ion of t he particles at two different points in t ime it is 
po sible to assess the velocity of the part icles through their displacement. 

In particle tracking velocimctry, every particle is considered. This method is 
limited to a certain seeding density. In PIV the flow is illuminated by a light 

sheet , ee Fig. 11. The movement of the particle in the light sheet is recorded. 

The light sheet is divided into small interrogation areas and the movement 
of all particles within the interrogation area is evaluated by a correlation 

method. This method can be used to measure the velocity close to the wall. 

Unfortunately some problem arise there: distort ion and deflection can occur 
a t the wall because of the different refraction indices of the fluid and the wall . 

It is not easy to define the exact distance of the first measurement point to 

the wall . 

F IGURE ll. Particle illlagc vclocimetry 171 

2.2.6. 3D Scanning PIV. 1ultiple light sheets are produced with a rotat

ing polygon mirror and a PIV analysis can be done in every individual light 
sheet (Fig. 12). If the light sheet is recorded from two direct ions, a ll three ve

locity components can be assessed in every li ght sheet. If the light sheet s are 
quite close to each other thi · method can be considered three dimensional. 

This method is more or less limited to slower flows; the scanning velocity 
must be high enough. It is possible to produce the light sheets close to the 

wall and therefore calculate t he wall hear stress field , but the re olution i 

limi ted by t he thickness of the light sheet. T his method is not applicable at 
vaul ted walls . 
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FIGURE 12. 3D Scanning PlV 1151 

2.2.7. H olographic PIV . Another very interesting extension of the basic 

PIV idea is the holographic PIV, see Fig. 13. All par t icles in a volume arc il
luminated by diffusive laser light. These particles scatter the laser light which 
interferes wi th the light of a reference beam and is recorded by a holographic 
film. The volume information is divided into different layers and a PIV ana l

ysis is done for each layer. With t his powerful technique it is, in principle, 
possible to measure the velocity close to the wall as a t ime resolved field. 
Until now, this method is very complex, time consuming and costly. For ex
ample, it is not easy to handle the enormous amount of data (about 100 

Gigabytc per hologram) . 

Feference 1 
EDam 

(•) R•cordiug 

R>al 

30S:amng 

(b) R•cou•rr·ucrion 

F IG RE l3. Holographic PIV I I 

2.2.8. Laser light sheet tomography. Similar to 3D Scanning PIV is the 
multicolour laser light heet tomography. l\1any different colours arc produced 

through mixing different laser colours. As a re ·ult . the particles in each layer 

arc color coded. The layers may be as thin as 30 Jlm and it is possible to 
put the layer · very close to each other. It is therefore possible to get a good 
spatia l resolu t ion close to the wall. Unti l now, t he ystcm is validated only 
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FIGURE 14. Laser light sheet tomography [13] 

for gases, it is under development for fluids. Since the system works wit h 

light sheets it is possible to work with curved walls but not with vaulted. 

2.3. Miscellaneous Methods 

2.3.1. Ultrasonic Doppler method. Another possible use of the Doppler 

effect is ultrasound, see Fig. 15. The ultrasound wave is reflected by particles 
in the flow. The Doppler effect shifts the frequency of the incoming wave. 

This shift is a measure for the velocity in t he direction of the ultrasound. 
With the use of a pulsed ul trasound it is possible to combine information 
about the frequency shift and the distance of t he particle, which causes the 

shift. It is therefore possible to measure the velocity profile along a line. With 
this method only one component of the velocity is measured and only at two 
points close to the wall. 

Velocity prohle 

FIGURE 15. Ult rason ic Doppler method [14[ 
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2.3.2. Laser Doppler profile sensor. With this highly sophisticated sys
tem it is possible to determine the position of a particle in the measuring 

volume of a LDV-system and to record the measuring signal from this parti

cle. The distance of t he particle to the wall is determined with the position. 
As a result, it is possible to measure a velocity profile in the wall vicinity 

with a very high precision. This method is very t ime consuming, costly and 

more or less a point measurement method. 

Scattered ight 
---:L:::::.-- i.l 

Laser <lode 1 
wavelength ).I 

MllltHnode fiber 

Phase gralillg 

FIGURE 16. Laser Doppler profile sensor 131 

3. The New Method to Assess the Wall Shear F low 

All the methods in Sec. 2 have special advantages and disadvantages. Due 
to the problems in biofluidmechanics mentioned earlier, all the methods are 

of limited use. We therefore developed a new method with the following aims: 

• noninvasive, 

• determination of magnitude, direction and wall di tance of the velocity 

field close to t he wall, 

• usable in unsteady flows, 

• usable at curved and vaulted surfaces, 

• easy to use , not too expensive. 
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3.1. Basic Idea and Realization of the New Method 

As in conventional PIV, the new method is based on the observation and 
the digital recording of small , buoyant, light reflecting part icles suspended 

in the fluid . Hence it is a particle image interrogation method. In the con
ventional 2D-PIV or PTV, a light sheet illuminates a plane in the flow. The 

particles in this plane light up and become visible. In the new method pre
sented here, the whole flow near the wall is illuminated and all particles near 

the wall become visible. T he transparent flow model is illuminated from the 

outside with monochromatic diffuse light. A dye is added to the fluid , which 
limits the penetration depth of the light into the flow model, see Fig. 17. Ac
cording to optical laws, the penetration depth decreases if the concentration 

of t he dye increases . Within t he illuminated layer, the particles appear more 

or less bright , depending on their normal distance dp to the wall. Particles 
near t he wall appear brighter, i. e. have a higher gray value, than particles 
farther from the wall , see Fig. 18. 

I® Direct iOn of flow I 

Dyed Fluid 

Particles 

Transparent wall of 
the flow model 

' ~ ' View from above 

FIGURE 17. Basic principle of t he new method 

Particle with 
wall distanced,, 

d <d 
p ' 

1 ' 

distance d,
1 

FIGURE 18. Gray value (G) of part icles with different d istances to the wall 
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An image processing leads to a separation of t he near-wall flow into several 

layers. All t he part icles moving in one layer have the same gray value a nd , 
therefore, the same normal distance dp to the wall. For each layer, t he motion 

of the particles can be determined with a conventional P IV algorithm 

either cro s correlation or par t icle t racking, depending on the number of 

pa rticles in the plane. This results in a vector field for each layer. If the 
concentration of the dye, the lighting and the size of the particles arc properly 

chosen, the particles closest to the wall are withi n t he lam inar sub-layer. This 

permits the calculation of the wall shear stress Tw accord ing to Eq. (2.1 ) . 

A vector field of t he wall shear stress results. 

As for conventional PIV, the part icles for t he new method have to be 

neutrally buoyant, they should not alter the flow and should not interact 

with each ot her. The tracer particles should have additional properties as 

well. They should be spherical and monodisperse, otherwi e it i. impossible 

to calculate the right wall distance. Moreover, the particles should reflect 

t he light more efficiently than the usual PIV t racer particles because of the 

absorpt ion of the emitted and of the reflected light in the dyed fluid. 

Special particles were developed according to the above-mentioned re

quirements. Encapsulated alginate beads with glass hollow micro-spheres 

were manufactured by LUM GmbH (Germany) . The beads were prepa red 

with the vibrating nozzle technique, using an encapsulation device (Inotcch 

Encapsulation , Switzerland) based on laminar jet break-up. T he particles 
have a mean diameter of 350 ]Jm with a standard deviation smaller than 

3% [5] and a density of ea. 1 g cm - 3 . T he glass micro-spheres a llow a density 

fitting of the beads and a good light scat tering. These particles arc large 

compared to pa rticles used for conventional PIV, sec section discussion. 

F luid , lighting and recording technique are interdepend ent, and have to 

be chosen so that the light absorption is sufficient , well defined and eas

ily calculable. Furthermore, the light ing and recording techniques should be 

optimized , especially because the light amount refl ected by the particles is 

quite mall. We made u e of a high-speed video camera having a resolution 

of 512 x 480 pixel at 250 fps (Fastcam Super 10 K , Ropcr Scientific MASD, 

USA ). Sequences wi th max. 546 pictures can be recorded and saved instan

taneously. The camera shows a max imum sensitivity at ea. 630 660 nm. To 

optimize the quali ty of the recording technique, the e characteristic· had 

been taken into account when choosing the light source. The bandwidt h of 

the wavelength of the spectral distribu tion should not be larger than the 
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range of absorption of the dye. We used a diffuse light source composed of 

more than 60 red ult ra bright Light Emitting Diodes (LED) (HLMP-ED31-
SVOOO, Agilent Technologies Inc, USA). They have a dominant wavelength at 

639 nm and a spectral halfwidth of 17 nm . Depending on the experiment and 

the velocity range we wanted to reach , we used water , or a mix of water and 

glycerin as an experimental fluid . A common blue food color named Patent 
Blue V (EEC lumber: E131 , Schuman und Sohn, Germany) was added to 

the fluid. T his substance has a maximum absorption at 638 nm in water at 

pH= 5. T he choice of this dye i based on two assumptions. Fi rst , the light 

absorption has to be optimized . T his mean · that the absorption bands of the 
dye should be within the range of the dominant wavelengths of the LEDs. 

Furthermore, the absorption properties of the dye should be well defined and 

describable using common optical laws. Thus, it should be possible to calcu

late t he maximal penetration depth of the light into the model according to 
t he Beer Lambert law. The use of Patent Blue V fulfils both condit ions. 

3.2. D e t ermination of the Particle-W a ll Distance 

The assessment of t he relationship between the gray value of a par ticle 

aud its distance from the wall is the foundat ion for the separation of the 

particles into different layers . To associate each gray value to a wall distance, 

a calibrating measurement was necessary. Particles in the fluid were moved 

in small steps from the wall. With our high speed camera the gray value was 

observed fo r every step. In Fig. 19 the resnlt of such a calibration measure

ment is depicted . This calibrat ion has to be done every t ime a fluid with 

a new colour concentration is used. 

4 

s 3 

~ 2 
z 
_J 1 

0 

.. .. 

0 25 50 75 100 125 
Distance wall to part icle surface [t-~m] 

FIGURE 19. Observed gray value (G) depending on the particle distance to the 
wall 
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3.3. Validation of the N ew Method 

T he validation process was done in different steps. First , the validat ion 

was done using steady and pulsatile flow at planar walls. The next step 
was an invest igation at planar walls with a complex steady flow. The last 

validation step used complex, steady flow at vaulted walls. The validat ion 
process is summarized in Fig. 20. 

FIGURE 20. Validation of the new method 

3.3.1. Validation in a st eady flow at planar wa lls. As a steady flow 

at planar walls we have chosen a steady, laminar flow in a straight duct wi th 
a rectangular cross section. In Fig. 21 the dimensions of the duct and the well 

y 

(a) 

z 
X 

L,=50 mm 

> 0 07 m/s 

(b) 

IIIIH HIIWHIIIIH Will 11 '' 
IIIIU llllli JIIIIH UIHU I'' ' 

IIIH IIIU Hila UI IIUUUIIU Ill'' 
IIIIH l! IIU !IIUU UUW JWWHP'' 
UIW IIIW 111111! IIIIIU 1111111 11'' . 
IIIIU IIIIU III IU IIUIH UIIU! Ill'' 
111111 l!IIU HII H UIIIIU Ulll ! llll 

'1111 11111 llllli l!IIH li i!U UIUU~ !IIIU! 1111 
' '11 11 lllllll JIIIU ll!H li!IU IIIHU! UIIH! ll ' '' 
''lilt 11111 ll llU UIU IIIIU UIIIU IIIIW Ill '' 
''lilt 111111 IIIU 11111! WIH llllU UIUU Ill '' vr 'I lilt 11111 lii!U li!IU !liUU lllllU UIIIH iJII' 

F IGURE 21. Rectangular duct and measured velocity fi eld close to the wall 
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known velocity field clo c to the wall a rc depicted. The acquired experimenta l 
values of the velocitv close to the wall were compared to the values of the 

analytical solution. The difference is about 10%. 

3.3.2. Validation in a pulsatile flow at planar walls . For this valida

tion step the same cl uct as before was investigated. but with a pulsaLile flow. 

The flow curve is depicted in F ig. 22 . 

1 ,OOE-05 
.Y> (\ T=0932s 
- Wo= 196 E 6 ,00E-06 Rema, = 18 7 

~ 2,00E-06 ~ 
~ -2,00E-06 ~ 0,5 1 

-6,00E-06 
Time [s] 

P1 .uru:: 22. Flow curve of t he investigatC'd pu lsatile flow (T: t intP (Wriod ; Wo: 

Womcrslcy number) 

In thi case it was noL possible Lo compare Lhe results of the ucw method 

with an ana ly tical method. Therefore, the comparison wa done with compu

Lalional fluid dynamics (CFD) results. The CFD was performed with Fluent 

6.2 (Fluent Inc. , Lebanon, USA) and the preprocessor Gambil 1
M (Fluent Inc., 

Lebanon, SA). In Fig. 23 (left) CFD results for two wall distances and for 

one experiment are depicted . The experimental da ta was obtained from al l 

• Experiment 
CFD, 200 ~m 
CFD, 250 ~m 

dP = 209-251 !Jm 
• Experiment 

CFO, 250 ~m d..e = 255-2891-Jm 

-· CF0, 275~m~ 
-0,01 . . 
~ - 1 - ~ . 

v; 0,01 

l 
:;::: 
g 
~ 

- I "' 
i!' 0 ' -. -. t . 'g (\~ 
~ 0 0,5 0~.5 

-0,01 
Time[s] 

-0,01 
Time[s] 

PICL' ItE 23. Compa rison betwePn experimC'ntal as essed velocity close to thC' wall 

and C PD-rC'sults. Left: Experimental vC'locity obtainC'cl from particles with a wall 

distance dp between 209 pm a nd 251 pm. Rig ht : Experimental velocity obtainPd 
from pa rticles with a wall distancP dp betwC'C'n 255 pm a nd 289 pm. 
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particles with a wall distance between 209 pn1 and 251 pm. [n Fig. 23 (right) 

the comparison is made for all particles with a wall distance between 255 pm 

and 2 9 Jllll and for CFD results for two wall cl istances. There is a very good 

agrccn lcnt for both wall distance int en·als. ote: CFD was validated in the 

central plane with conventioual PJV. 

3.3.3. Validation in a complex s tead y flow with pla n a r walls . To 
prove the reliabili ty of t he new method in more complex flows t han in the 

two sections before. we invest ip,Rted t h<' flo\\· in an U-shaped duct with a so 

called backward facing step. see Fig. 21. Tlw cross sect ions an' rect ~lllgu lar. 

In such a flow model se par at ion zones. reattachment zone ·, and secondary 

flow can be observed. To give an imprcssiou of the flow in this duct. the path 

lines for l wo cross sections arc depicted in Fig. 25: a cross section iu an x-z 

plane with the scparatio11 in the diagram above. and below in t he x-y plane 

just iu the lll idd le of t hC' duct. The impact of the ·ecoll(lary flow can b0 s0eu 

b.v thC' cl0formation of the path liues. T he path li ues a rC' calculat<'d with CFD. 

FI<:l ' IU-; 21. Dimensions of ll-sh<~p<'d duct with r0ctang ular cross sec tion . 

backward-facing step mHI rC'd-colorcd investigation s<>ction 

In Fig. 2() a comparisou is depict ed between cxperimentall~· and muueri

cally obtained velocity ,-ector f-ields a.t the wall for Re 30.1 (RC' is calculat eel 

with the mean ,-cJocit_Y and depth before the step). On the left side, the cx

pcrinH'ntal rC'sults for all particles with a wall distance between 223 pm and 

250 JllTI is shown, on the right sick ti1C' numericall:v obtained results (again 

with F lu<'nt ) for a. wa ll distance of 2-10 Jl l ll. T he reattachment lin<' is clearly 

visible. T he velocity fields show a good agrC'emcnt . Path lines were calculated 

from t hese vector fields. sec F ig. 27. T h<· decli na tiou of t he reattachment line 
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(a) 

(b) 

FJC:UflE 25. P aLh liue ·, acquired with C FD, in two cross sect ions ( Re 50) 

CFD Expenmenl - 0 01 m/s 
,---'------, 

,, ,,,,,,,,,, , 
, 1 I I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 
lft!l l fl fl f/lllr 

•1111111/l ' llll / ltttt ,,,, .,,,,,,,, ,,,, ,,,, 
I I r/l ' f / /1// / f///IIJ/t o 
1 I I I I '/ I/ I ' I I I I o 1 • 1 1 o, • 

\ \ I I I • ' / I I •• , I. I 11' I I.' 
'\ I / I I ' 1 ' 'J'I 0 I I I I I I • t o o 

~ \ 1 I I I ' ' o I' • • • • I J • o • I o 

\ \ 1 I ' " ' " • ~ ' 0 I ' • I ' 0 0 I • 
\ I o , ' ~ ,."', o • ' ; , , , ' , ' 
lo ,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,, 
lo , ,, ,,,,.,,,. , 

dp = 223-250 j.Jffi 

, •tlll l fl/ltr r ' '',, 
o 0/ t / f f// f/f/11 I ll I I ' . ,,, , ,,,t , ,, , ,, , , , ,, '. 

tl 1/ // // / f//11 r o I It I o 
o I If/ / ' // ' Jff/1 I/ I/ 11 o t o 

• ' I I ~ I I I I ' I I I I I , I , I I I , •• 

:~~~ - ~ ~ ~~:~ ; :~~~;~:::: : · 
'' \ I . .I , • ' "''' • • ' ',' , , , • 
' ' ' I , , . .. , , , _. • • , • ' ' . ', 
\ ' \ I o I , " ~ ,. • ' • , , ' ' • ' ' ' 

240 j.Jm 

FICL' RE 26. Comparison betwl'cn t'xpe rimcnta ily a nd numerically obtained vector 

fiPlrls (11 c 30. 1) 

Expenment CFD 

d, = 223-250 j.Jm 

FJGL 'RE 27. Path lines, calculaLed with tlte verLor fields of Fig. 26 ( Re 30. 1) 
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is visible. Please note, that these path lines a re close to the wa ll. in Fig. 25 

the path lines are in center cross sections. 

For a quantitative comparison between the experiment and CFD, velocity 
profiles are considered at different y-positions , see Fig. 28. T he comparison 

can be seen in Fig. 29 for the position y4 . In Fig. 29(left ) the experimental 

results for all particles with a wall distance between 1 4 pm and 220 pm is 

shown and compared to CFD calculations of two wall di.tance . The same is 

done in Fig. 29(right) for all particles with a wall d istance between 223 pm and 

250 pm. As expected, the experimental values lie between the CFD results. 

In Fig. 30 a comparison of t he experimentally and numerically obtained 

wall shear rate can be seen. T he deviation is about 10 %. 

v. 4---------------------+
v, 4--------------------Y--

v, ::t==============-::1:-== Y, 

y· 1-----------------~---
v, 4---------------~------

FJG UR£ 28. Y-positions, w here a quanti tative comparison between experiment 

and CPD was done 

dP = 184-220 f.lm 

(j) 0,008 

"E o.006 
~0.004 

g 0,002 

~ 0 + 
0 

• Experiment 
CFD. 200 1-1m 
CFD, 220 ,JJm ... ~·--- · 

l , .. ·· ····~· ...... ~.~. 

• ......... 
20 40 60 

X-Position [mm) 

dP = 223-250 f.lm 

(j) 0,008 

"E o.ooo 
co.o04 
0 
0 0,002 
(1) 0 > 

0 

~Experime~t 
CFD, 220 1-1m 
CFD. 250 !Jm . ... ..... , ... ~ , .,.~·· 

:t: ... -\t,. 

20 40 60 
X-Position [mm] 

FlGL' RF.: 29. Comparison between experimenLal and numerical resulLs for Y4 and 

Re 30.1 for two differenL experimenLal wall disLance ranges 
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Experiment CFD 

I 
dP = 223-250 1-Jm 

31 

27 

23 

19 

15 

11 

7 

3 

[Is) 

F!GllRF: 30. Wall shear rate. Experiment on the left side, numerical simulation 
on the right (Re= 30.1) 

129 

3 .3.4. Validation in a complex steady flow with vaulted walls . The 

last validation step is an investigation of a complex flow with vaulted walls. 
The flow model is similar to before, but with a lenticular cross section, see 

Fig. 31. To give an impression of the flow in this special duct, depicted in 
Fig. 32 the path lines for the same two cross sections as in Fig. 25 are used: 
a cross section in x-z plane with the separation in the diagram above and 

below in the x-y plane just in the middle of the duct. 

3-D view Top v1ew (cross section) 

FIGL' RE 31. U-shaped duct with lenticular cross section and backward-facing step 
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(a) 

(b) 

F lCLTRE 32. Palh lin<'s, a('qnired with CFD , in two cross spc·t ions ( R<' 50) 

As a validation step before a comparison between experimentally a nd nu

merically obtained velocity Ycctor fields at I he wall is done. sec Fig. 33. On 

t he left side. the experimental results for all particles with a wall distance 

bctwccu 230 Jllll and 270 pm is shown, on the right side I he llltlllcrically ob

tained rC'sults for a wall distance of 250 ]1111. The velocity fields show a good 

agreement. Path line's we're calculated out of these vector fields. sec Fig. 3LJ. 

The flow is ahnost a stagnation point Aow. 

Expenment 
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,,,, ,, 1/ 111/////,,,,,,, 

·''' 'I I t /1////,,,,,,, 
,,\\\ I I I I I//~~''''"'' 
' '\ \ \ I ' , , , ,# .. - ... "" .. ,.,. .. • 

' ' \ ' \ ' .. ~ ~ ~ - ---..... 

d
0 

= ~50 ~m 

FICt ' BE :t3. Comparison hctw<'cn cxperilllPillal and numerically obtained vector 

fields (Re 36.6) 
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For a quantitative comparison between the experiment and CFD. velocity 

profiles at position y4 (sec Fig. 28) are shown in Fig. 35. On the left t he 

experimental results for all pa rt iclcs with a wall distance between 175 pm and 

230 pm arc shown and compared to CFD calculat ions of two wall di tances. 

The same is shown in n Fig. 35 (right) for all particles with a wall distance 
between 230 pm and 270 ]Llll . Despite some deviat ions, the comparison is qu ite 

good. 

Again, iu Fig. 36 a compari.on of the experimentally and numerically 

obtained wall shear rate can bC' seen. The deviation in thi flow is about 15%. 

Fic t•ru' 31l. Path li nes, calculated wilh t he vector fi elds or Fig. 33 ( H.<> = 36.6 and 

dp = 175 - 2;!0 pm) 

dP = 175-230 ~tm dP = 230-270 ~tm 

• E~nment • ~nment 
(j) 0,004 C , 175)Jm (j) 0004 C . 225 J.lm -- CFD, 225 )Jm -- CFD, 250 )Jm .s 0,003 E 0 003 

c 0,002 ~ 
>- 0 002 +-' 

0 0,001 • "() 
0,001 0 • 0 

Cll 0 ill 0 -> > 
0 ~~PositJo~Pmm) 60 0 ~~Pos1bo~Pmm] 60 

FIGL' HE :i5. Comparison betw<><>n <>xpcri m<>ntal a nd nume rical results fo r Y4 and 

Re = :lG.<i (sec Fig. 28) for l wo differPnl expe rime ntal wall d istance ranges 
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Expenment CFD 16 

14 

12 

10 

8 

6 
4 

2 
[Is) 

FJ<;nu; 3(). Wall shear ratr. Experiment on the left side, numerical simulation 
on the right (Rr = 3G.G and dp = 175 230pm) 

4. Discussion and Future Work 

After a review of different methods to assess the wall shear flow, a new 

m<'thod was pr<'sented . This new method is noninvasive, allows tlw assess

ment of the wall flow (magnitude, direction and wall distance) with an accu

racy of about 10% and is usable iu unsteady llows as well as at curved and 

vault<?d surfac<'s. Reasons for deviations: 

• too few particles close to tlw wall. 

• instead of a certain \vall distance. a wall distance range is considered. 

• migration of part ic ks pcrpend icular to the wall. 

In addition. the siz<' of particles should be miuiwized. However. despite their 

size. the results showed that it is possible to a:->sess flow structur<'s accurately. 

It was necessary to find a compromise betweeu light scat t<'ring properties, 

n<'utral buoyancy. quality of monodisp<.>rsity and financial restrictions. rev

ert he less. we plan to manufacture smaller particles with a diameter of 100 pm 

without negat ivcly affecting the monodisp<'rsity and keeping the same scat

tering properties as the bigg<'r b<'ads. 

Future work will comprise of: 

• flow a .. 'iS('ssment at rigid but arbitarily vaulted walls (methods from 

cartography will be used). 

• assesslll('llt of the third velocity component through using t lw Ill et hod 

of optical flow, 

• How assessment at flexible walls. 
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